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Macro Overview

Region

 Despite fragile security situation in some countries and a less favourable external
environment in 2015, economic growth exceeded 6% for second consecutive year

- driven by ongoing infrastructure investments, solid private consumption and
favourable agricultural campaigns

 Inflation remained subdued at around 1% in 2015, reflecting the WAEMU exchange
rate anchor for certain countries and positive terms of trade developments

 Drop in oil prices lightened domestic energy bills while cocoa and groundnut prices
were buoyant, thereby improving trade balance, notably for Côte d’Ivoire

 Growth expected to remain at > 6%, owing to continued strong domestic demand

Source: IMF Country Report No. 16/96, Mar 2016
World Economic Forum

WAEMU = West Africa Economic and Monetary Union

Sub-Saharan Africa 
Average (3.59)
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Macro Overview

Burkina Faso

 Contingent upon government efforts to restore investor confidence and
tackle terrorism threats, EIU expects 4% GDP growth for 2016-2017

Sources: IMF Country Report No. 15/202, Jul 2015
US State Department, Investment Climate in Burkina Faso, May 2015
Economist Intelligence Unit; S&P

Barbados
22%

Canada
12%

France

5%

Côte d‘ Ivoi re

5%

Togo
4%

Al l  Other

52%

Inward FDI, 2014 (US$ 1,328m) Investment Spending (% of programme)

S&P

4 Oct 2015

B-

Stable
 Burkinabè affiliates of large regional banks remain active and profitable

- higher lending volumes and a relatively low level of non-performing loans

 Bank loans mainly for larger borrowers; limited access to bank debt for SMEs

- < 10% of population has access to commercial financial services

 Laws not actively supporting contract enforcement, sometimes penalising creditors

Private Credit & Imports (Ann % Change)
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Macro Overview

Cabo Verde

 2015 saw tourism revenues decline for first time in years

 Real GDP growth up slightly to an average of 2.5% in 2016-
2017, from 1.7% in 2015, driven by construction sector

Most Problematic Factors in Doing BusinessGDP Growth Forecasts

S&P Fitch

23 Oct 2015 28 Aug 2015

B B

Stable Stable

- however, tourism, investment and remittance inflows from Europe expected to
remain relatively subdued, preventing faster GDP growth

 Two major banks control 70% of total banking assets and lending heavily
concentrated into real estate and construction

 Private sector lending constrained due to most credit committees located abroad,
strict requirements as to collateral levels, very few bankable projects

 Small size of economy (too few deals) continues to limit interest of foreign lenders

Sources: IMF Press Release No. 15/90, Mar 2015
IMF Country Report No. 14/296, Sep 2014
Fitch; S&P
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Macro Overview

Côte d‘ Ivoire

 GDP growth estimated by IMF at 8.6% in 2015 (higher than
previous 7.7% estimate) and expected at 8.5% for 2016 (up
from previous 7.8% expectation)

Sources: IMF Press Release No. 16/112, Mar 2016
IMF Country Report No. 14/358, Dec 2014
Economist Intelligence Unit; Fitch; Moody’s

Fitch Moody’s

18 Dec 2015 5 Nov 2015

B+ Ba3

Stable Stable

- macroeconomic imbalances being curtailed and decline in poverty continues

 Côte d'Ivoire is one of the most diversified economies in the Franc Zone region

 Most banks meet regional minimum capital-adequacy requirement (8%), and
banks' net foreign assets are relatively high (albeit falling).

 Strong economic growth reducing lending risk hence credit to private sector rising

- yet limited access to finance still main constraint to SME growth
Debt to GDP Ratio, 2014 (%)

 Banking sector, comprises
~25 banks, including five
national banks that hold
>20% of all sector assets

 Access to banking low,
<15% account penetration

Manufacturing Competitiveness



Ghana

 GDP growth down from 8% in 2012 to 3.5% in 2015, expected
by IMF at 6.4% in 2016 (still with low consumer confidence)

 GDP growth boost by new oil production to 8% pa in 2017-18
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Macro Overview

S&P Moody’s

23 Oct 2015 5 Feb 2016

B- B3

Stable Negative

 IMF financing arrangement since April 2015, could provide >US$900m over 3 years,
helping rebound after years of rising debt, high inflation and currency depreciation

- Cedi has lost 60% of its value in past 2 years

 EIU expects Cedi to decline further in 2016 given depreciatory pressures stemming
from weak economic indicators and political uncertainty as elections approach

 High local interest rates continue to drive strong demand
for US$-denominated loans, offering great opportunity
for international lenders

- Ghana continues to be second only to Nigeria in
terms of int’l lender appetite for corporate loans

- new banking sector regulations to be introduced in
coming months a positive for the market

Real GDP Growth (% change)

Sources: IMF Survey: Mission Chief Interview, Jan 2016
IMF Country Report No. 15/103, May 2015
Economist Intelligence Unit; S&P; Moody’s
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Macro Overview

Nigeria

 GDP growth of just 2.7% in 2015, expected at 2.3% for 2016

- non-oil sector growth expected to slow from 3.6% in
2015 to 3.1% in 2016 before recovering to 3.5% by 2017

Sources: IMF Press Release No. 16/146, Mar 2016
IMF Country Report No. 15/84, Mar 2015
Economist Intelligence Unit; S&P; Moody’s

S&P Moody’s

18 Mar 2016 4 Mar 2016

B+ Ba3

Negative Negative

 Highly dependent on oil and gas sector, accounting >90% of export goods (17% of
nominal 2016 GDP), contributing 40% of govt revenue (60-70% pre oil price shock))

 Delay in adjusting NGN value led to expectations of 13% decline in imports for 2016

 Top 8 ‘Significantly Important Banks’ hold >70% of total assets and must maintain
higher minimum capital adequacy ratio at 15%

- bank sector highly exposed to energy and general slowdown of economy

- several banks have high US-dollar borrowings, exacerbating FX rate exposure
Foreign Exchange Reserves Real GDP Growth- CBN cut benchmark

rates by 2% in Nov 2015
and reduced minimum
cash reserve ratio for
commercial banks
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Macro Overview

Senegal

 GDP growth of 6.5% in 2015, strongest in last twelve years

 Moody's expect 5%-6% GDP growth for 2016, up from 3.7%
over 2010-2014 but below 7%-8% government target

Sources: IMF Press Release No. 16/100, Mar 2016
IMF Country Report No. 15/2, Jan 2015
Economist Intelligence Unit; S&P; Moody’s

S&P Moody’s

5 Jul 2013 7 Nov 2014

B+ B1

Stable Positive

 Implementation of structural reforms has been slow with several benchmarks,
particularly those aimed at improving economic governance, not yet implemented

 Weak areas include access to credit, enforcement of contract and property rights,
with overall ranking of Senegal on competitiveness scale remaining low

 Loan market remains tough with limited access to financing

- loan concentration to five largest borrowers in country >50% of bank capital

GDP Growth Forecasts (%)Loans to 5 Largest Borrowers 
(% of capital)

Expense, Investment & Revenue (% of GDP)
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Macro Overview

Sierra Leone

 The Ebola outbreak coupled by the sharp drop in iron ore prices that halted mining
activities dealt a severe double blow to Sierra Leone’s economy in 2015

- global iron ore prices declined by more than 60%, contributing to eventual
closure in 2015 of mines that account for ¼ of economy and ½ of exports

 GDP growth declined by 21% in 2015 (versus -12.8% projected), with recovery
expected at 4.3% in 2016 (versus prior expectations of 8.4%)

 During 2017-2019, GDP growth to average 5% pa from improvements in external
environment and implementation of post-Ebola recovery initiatives in key sectors

Sources: IMF Press Release No. 16/143, Mar 2016
IMF Country Report No. 15/76, Mar 2015
Economist Intelligence Unit

 Credit to private sector expected to remain
subdued, with over 40% of loans classified
as non-performing in mid-2015

 Int’l commercial lenders unlikely to actively
market Sierra Leone in medium term

 Instances of loan maturities being extended
(eg. Sierra Rutile) to ease burden on cash

GDP per Capita (US$ ‘000)
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Loan Market

Sub-Sahara Landscape

Sources: “Evolving Banking Trends in SSA” IMF, Oct 2015

New Syndicated and Large Bilateral Loans 

for Infrastructure by Lender Nationality

Top Recipients of Bank Lending 

for Infrastructure Financing

Tenor of New Syndicated and 

Large Bilateral Loans by Sector
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Loan Market

Reported Loans

Sources: Debtwire; Thomson Reuters
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Loan Market

Pricing

 The loan market is a private market, hence it is difficult to obtain pricing comps

 Some W. African loan pricings for the past 12 months are shown below:

 EMFC always runs a competitive process by inviting several lenders to bid for the
lead arranger role in each loan transaction

– thus achieving best pricing and structure indications in each (bespoke) case

Sources: Debtwire; Thomson Reuters
Note: EMFC does not disclose pricing of its clients

Borrower Date Loan Curr Loan (US$m) Tenor (yrs) Loan Type Sector Margin (bps) Country

Roxgold (Yaramoko Gold) Feb-15 USD 75 - Project Fin Mining L + 475 Burkina Faso

Ghana Cocoa Board Sep-15 USD 1,800 1 Parastatal Agri L + 62.5 Ghana

Ghana Cocoa Board Feb-16 USD 300 3 Parastatal Agri L + 350 Ghana

NNPC Jun-15 USD 1,500 7 Parastatal Energy  L + 350-375 Nigeria

NNPC-Chevron Jun-15 USD 1,200 7 Parastatal Energy  L + 500 Nigeria

First City Monument Bank Nov-15 USD 77 1 Corporate FI L + 425 Nigeria

Ecobank Nigeria Nov-15 USD 170 1 Corporate FI L + 425 Nigeria

African Finance Corp Feb-16 USD 150 2 Parastatal FI L + 120 Nigeria

Sierra Rutile Mar-16 USD 20 1 RCF Mining L + 500 Sierra Leone

Sierra Rutile Mar-16 USD 15 1 L/C Mining L + 200 Sierra Leone

Puma Energy May-15 USD 750 3 Corporate Energy L + 245 Regional

Puma Energy May-15 USD 500 1 Corporate Energy L + 165 Regional

Afreximbank Jul-15 USD 458 2 Parastatal FI L + 140 Regional

Afreximbank Jul-15 EUR 448 2 Parastatal FI L + 140 Regional
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Outlook for Borrowers

Pitfalls

 CFOs’ postponing decision to re-finance is exacerbating inefficiencies caused by
allocating expensive internal resources to manage multiple bilateral loans

– W Africa corporates borrow on a piece-meal basis, amassing multiple loans

 Difficult environment is affecting some regional lenders:

– incidents of withdrawn credit approvals and inability to fund utilisation 
requests, despite such being issued legitimately under signed loan agreements

– competitive process and critical assessment to select lead arranger(s) all the 
more important in this environment

 Withdrawal of international lenders creating funding gap:

– heavier reliance on under-resourced Development Finance Institutions 
(“DFIs”) causing transactions to drag on for months

– junior lenders muscling in opportunistically with quick approvals convincing 
borrowers to sign junior debt first, to the detriment of their senior funding

– incidents of borrowers held hostage by their junior lenders…. killing any 
prospect of additional debt being raised by DFIs or commercial senior lenders
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Outlook for Borrowers

Key Take-Aways

 Liquidity continues to be tight for energy sector, with lenders largely focusing on re-
scheduling of debt obligations given continued low oil price expectations

 Slow recovery in mining on piecemeal basis, albeit loan pricing too high to disclose

 US$6.6bn loan transactions in Nigeria shows loan market still active, with Financial
Institutions in particular borrowing to ensure access to US$

– hesitating borrowers missing out on available liquidity

– confident Boards and CFOs taking ‘borrow now, re-finance later’ approach

 Region’s lenders focusing on relationship lending but also hard-core credit analysis

 Breaking into international / dollar loan markets for W African borrowers requires:

– at least US$15m loan size to make the effort worthwhile to foreign lenders

– lower leverage than likely accepted by local lenders

– less relationship-lending, more credit risk analysis

– detailed lender due diligence (tax, financial, commercial, legal)

 Liquidity is available for borrowers that know how to present themselves to lenders
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Outlook for Lenders

Pitfalls

 Currency constraints in Nigeria causing loan repayment delays for some borrowers
of US$-denominated loans (incl. MTN Nigeria)

 Nonetheless, US$6.6bn of loan transactions in Nigeria shows market still active,
with Financial Institutions in particular borrowing to ensure access to US$

– handful of MLAs bringing majority of the deals to market

 Outside of Nigeria, some regional lenders facing funding constraints

– critical assessment of lending peers has become necessity

 Retreat of int’l lenders causing heavier reliance on DFIs, in turn delaying deals for
months as such lenders continue to be under-resourced

– multi-billion dollar transaction funnel awaiting qualification

– market flooded with fast-growing companies lacking sufficient equity, yet 
seeking bank debt…. often wasting scarce lender resources

– junior lenders competing against commercial banks with promise of much 
faster credit approvals and certainty of funding
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Outlook for Lenders

Key Take-Aways

 Commercial lenders more openly now focused on selective ‘relationship lending’

 Funding gap continues to be filled by more expensive options:

– no. of junior lenders active in W Africa has been growing fast, with mezzanine 
now very well-established

– more and more PE firms setting up credit funds to capitalise on slower-moving 
/ less liquid market segments

 Good credits frustrated by time-to-market and piecemeal info requests from lenders

 Fast growing W African market means more and more mid-tier companies entering
market as first-time borrowers with:

– accountants not CFOs; implies good backward-looking audits / reconciliations 
but limited experience in forward-looking finance strategy to support growth

– little knowledge of benefits to syndicated lending versus multiple bilaterals 

– limited experience of level and quality of due diligence demanded by lenders
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EMFC Loan Syndications LLP

2

4

6 8

12

10
AVERAGE NO.

MONTHS
SAVED

24 MLAS

MANDATED

OVER 100
COMPANIES

FUNDED WITH DEBT

RAISED SINCE 2013

$3.5bn

EMFC PARTNERS

DIRECTORS

ANALYSTS

Loan Execution Support

30% IN COST

100% IN PERSONNEL

> 50% IN TIME

30+
COUNTRIES

FUNDED

WEEKS TO

MODEL &
INFO MEMO

4

AVG. COST

SAVED

PER DEAL
$400k
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Services to Borrowers

2. Strategy
Sources of Liquidity

• Expansion

• M&A

• IPO etc

• Equity v. Debt

• Long v. Short Term

• Acquisition Finance

• Working Capital

• Project Finance

CEO

Board

CFO

Market Sounding 
identifying optimal

funding options

Loan Execution Support

Value Proposition
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2. Strategy
Sources of Liquidity

24

Loan Execution
from financial model 
to loan’s drawdown

Services to Borrowers Loan Execution Support

Deliverables
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Services to Lenders

Value Proposition

 EMFC performs due diligence and supports credit analysis for busy lenders

– cost typically passed on to the borrower

 Our automated platform is offered on a Build-Operate-Transfer basis

 Compliance with each 
Lender’s strategy & goals

 Aligned with Lender pre-
qualification conditions 

 Meet Lender RARORC
model & other criteria

Qualify

Syndicate

 Known and trusted ICT 
platform for syndications

 Senior, junior lenders, 
debt funds & insurers

 Progress / status reports 
accessible at all times

Due 
Diligence

 ‘Raw’ DD data uploaded; 
EMFC sorts and processes

 EMFC granted direct access 
to every borrower

 We build the model and 
we write the Info Memo

Market

 Market sounding to 
identify structure / price

 Valuable, real-time 
market feedback

 Liquidity analysis prior to 
every loan’s syndication

Loan Execution Support



2. Info Memo
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Services to Lenders Loan Execution Support

Deliverables
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EMFC Network Loan Execution Support
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Local Commercial Banks

Local Currency

Working Capital

Gen Corp Purpose

1-3 year tenors

Export Credit Agencies

Guarantee 

Trade support only

Equipment / Capex

Tenor tied to Capex

Development Finance Institutions & Multilaterals

Mainly US$ or €

Term Loan / Capex

A/B Loan Options

5+ year tenors

International Commercial Banks

Mainly US$ or €

Gen Corp Purpose

incl. Re-financing

3-5 year tenors

Sponsors & Equity Investors

PRI Market

Political and 
Commercial 
Risk Insurers

Mezzanine Funds

5-year Bullet Loans

Equity Kickers

Debt Funds

Mainly US$ or € 
Term Loan / Capex 
3-5 year tenors

http://afreximbank.com/afrexim/en/home.aspx
http://afreximbank.com/afrexim/en/home.aspx


Confidentiality & Disclaimer
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This document was prepared exclusively for the benefit of the person(s) to whom it is presented by EMFC
Loan Syndications LLP and is not to be used or intended to be used by, or distributed or published to, any
other party without the prior written consent of EMFC Loan Syndications LLP. While every care has been
taken in compiling this document, no representation, warranty or undertaking (expressed or implied) is
given and neither responsibility nor liability is accepted by EMFC Loan Syndications LLP, its partners or its
employees and agents as to the accuracy or relevance of the information contained herein. EMFC Loan
Syndications LLP, its partners or its employees and agents shall not be held liable for the use and / or
reliance upon the opinions, estimates and findings contained herein that may be changed at any time
without notice. Should anything contained herein contribute to the acquisition of a financial product or
investment, the following must be noted: there are intrinsic risks involved in transacting in any product; no
guarantee may be provided for the investment value in a product; any forecasts based on hypothetical data
are not guaranteed and are for illustrative purposes only; returns may vary as a result of their dependence
on the performance of underlying assets and other variable market factors and past performances are not
necessarily indicative of future performances. EMFC Loan Syndications LLP is not regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. Any transactor that is not an eligible counterparty as defined in the Financial Conduct
Authority Handbook, must note that unless an independent financial needs analysis has been conducted to
assess the appropriateness of any product, investment or structure to its circumstances, there may be
limitations on the appropriateness of any information provided by EMFC Loan Syndications LLP and careful
consideration must be given to the implications of entering into any transaction, with or without the
assistance of an investment professional. EMFC Loan Syndications LLP does not, and will not accept to,
provide regulated activities in relation to specified investments as defined in the Financial Conduct
Authority Handbook; such regulated activities include arranging deals in investments such as shares and
debentures, managing investments, safeguarding and administering investments, advising on investments.
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www.emfc-loans.com


